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Prospective memory (ProM) refers to memory for

future intentions. It involves: (a) formation of an

intention to execute a task at a specific point in the

future, (b) retention of the intention while engaging in

other unrelated tasks till the juncture to execute the

intention is reached, and (c) execution of the intention

at the right juncture [1, 2]. The specific point for the

execution of an intention can be the end of an activity

(e.g., deciding to attach a document with an email after

writing the content of the mail), onset of a particular

event (e.g., an intention to inform a colleague about a

plan when you meet him in the departmental meeting

the next day), or a specific time (e.g., deciding in the

morning to make a phone call to a friend at 8 PM).

Thus, many problems that we encounter in our daily

life, such as missing an appointment with someone,

realizing later that something important had to be

done, and spoiling the food on the stove due to the

failure to turn it off at the appropriate time could be

due to ProM failures. Given its critical role in activities

that require self-initiation and execution, ProM

becomes crucial for independent living. No wonder,

on a typical day, people invest a lot of time in thinking

and planning the tasks that involve ProM [3].

Successful execution of a ProM task depends on a

myriad of factors such as the support of the cognitive

functions required for encoding, maintenance, and

retrieval of an intention; motivation of the individual

to execute the task; perceived importance of the task,

and so on [4, 5]. Therefore, though all the ProM

failures result in the non-execution of the intended

task, the underlying mechanisms of the failures can

differ. For example, failure can happen due to poor

encoding of the intention, inability to identify the cue

even if the memory for the intention was intact, failing

to respond despite the cue being accurately recog-

nized, and disinterest in executing the intention.

ProM Deficits in Schizophrenia

There are compelling reasons to focus on ProM

impairment in schizophrenia. Many difficulties faced

by the patients with schizophrenia, such as missing

appointments with clinicians or irregular medication

intake, could be partly due to ProM failures. Hence, if

the patients are helped improve ProM, it can positively

impact their everyday functioning, including treat-

ment adherence [6, 7]. Another reason to study ProM

in schizophrenia is the neural substrate of this memory
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system. Frontal lobes play a crucial role in ProM [8, 9],

and impaired frontal lobe functioning is well-known in

schizophrenia [10, 11]. Therefore, impaired frontal

lobe functioning may mediate ProM failures in this

condition.

Patients with schizophrenia perform poorly on

ProM tasks and this is largely independent of the

severity of psychopathology [12] as well as the

chronicity of illness [13, 14]. Further, studies on

drug-naı̈ve patients indicate that ProM deficits cannot

be attributed only to the effects of medications

[12, 15, 16]. Moreover, ProM impairments in

schizophrenia cannot be considered solely as the

result of impairment in other cognitive abilities such as

retrospective memory or executive functions. Though

these impairments may play a role in ProM deficits in

schizophrenia, it may be noted that even after

controlling their effects, ProM deficits remain, albeit

to a lesser degree [17]. Besides, healthy first-degree

relatives of patients with schizophrenia also display

ProM impairments [18, 19]. Taken together, these

findings suggest that ProM impairment could be a trait

marker in schizophrenia. More importantly, ProM

impairment in schizophrenia can significantly influ-

ence patients’ everyday functioning (including med-

ication adherence) and community living skills [14].

For instance, performance on ProM measures predicts

the functional community living skills of patients with

schizophrenia even after controlling for the effects of

clinical, cognitive and, socio-demographic variables

[20, 21]. Likewise, the level of performance on the

tests of ProM predicts the performance on a standard-

ized measure of medication management skills (the

Medication Management Ability Assessment Manual;

MMAA; [22]). It remains so even when the measures

of other cognitive functions such as attention, set-

shifting, and verbal learning and memory are

accounted for [7].

Thus, it is evident that ProM impairment is one of

the core cognitive deficits in schizophrenia, and it is a

critical determinant of disability observed in patients.

Therefore, ProM improvement strategies must be

made an integral component of the cognitive remedi-

ation program for patients with schizophrenia.

Remedial Strategies for ProM Deficits

Of late, various approaches to improve ProM in

patients with schizophrenia have been researched.

Cognitive remediation strategies focus on one or more

stages of ProM, that is (a) to help the individual

strengthen the encoding of intention, (b) to assist in

maintaining the intention during the interval between

intention formation and realization, and (c) to rein-

force the cue-detection process so that the task is

executed at the right juncture. Patients with

schizophrenia may have a problem forming a repre-

sentation of the cue-response pairing or retrieval of the

intention even when the cue has been recognized [7].

Thus, helping patients strengthen the cue-response

association can improve the functions in which ProM

may have a role [7]. For example, implementation

intention training, a commonly used method to

enhance ProM, focuses on strengthening cue-response

association by using a combination of ‘if’ and ‘then’ in

the form of ‘‘If I encounter X, then I will do Y’’ [23].

The individual is asked to repeat this sequence a

certain number of times (for example, when I reach the

office, I will make a phone call to John). An imagery

component may also follow it (for example, apart from

rehearsing the ‘if’ and ‘then’ statements, imagine

performing the task for 30 s) [24, 25]. Implementation

intention training effectively improves ProM in

schizophrenia [24, 25]. The improvement is (a) seen

even if the cognitive load of the intervening task

increases, (b) sustained after the active intervention is

stopped, and (c) observed both in terms of laboratory-

based as well as real-life ProM tasks [24, 25]. Other

strategies to improve ProM in schizophrenia have also

been tried. For example, Tawmley et al. [26] found

various compensatory strategies such as using a

calendar, making to-do lists, prioritizing tasks, and

using routines to automate tasks improve ProM in

patients with schizophrenia. Since some of the com-

pensatory strategies, such as using the electronic

reminders and diary, assist in bringing the juncture to

execute an intention into awareness, they decrease the

requirement for active monitoring for cues (to execute

the task) in the intervening period of intention

formation and realization. Thus, they may prove to

be more helpful for patients with significantly com-

promised cognitive abilities (often observed in

patients with chronic illness). However, we need more

research to ascertain what type of patients (in terms of
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cognitive abilities, symptom profiles etc.) respond best

to a given strategy.

Motivation Enhancement Needs to be Integrated

into ProM Remedial Strategies for Schizophrenia

While attempting to improve ProM in patients with

schizophrenia, motivation enhancement must be made

an integral part of the remediation program. There are

two primary reasons for this argument: (a) amotivation

(avolition) is one of the core features of schizophrenia

[27], and (b) research findings implicate the role of

motivation in the neuropsychological task perfor-

mance in patients with schizophrenia [28]. Henry et al.

[29] found that self-initiated reminders (such as

developing own ‘to-do’ list) are more effective than

other reminders (such as automatic text message

service that sends out reminders before a target action)

in facilitating the execution of intentions in patients

with schizophrenia. It suggests the possible role of

motivation in executing a task. The person likely

develops the ‘to-do’ list as per his/her priorities. In

contrast, automatic reminders may remind the indi-

vidual about something which may have clinical

significance (e.g., meeting the doctor or going for

physical exercise); however, the individual may not be

interested in executing the task. Let us take an example

of the relationship between ProM and medication

adherence in schizophrenia. Several studies have

shown that ProM impairments correlate with poor

medication adherence. However, the relationship may

not be perfectly linear as motivation to adhere to

medication regimens may act as a significant con-

founding variable [30]. If the individual is not keen to

continue medication, then non-adherence cannot be

attributed to ProM impairments even if the individ-

ual’s performance on a test of ProM is poor. Lam

et al.’s [6] research on the role of ProM in medication

adherence highlights this complexity. They found that

ProM predicted medication adherence in simulated

laboratory-based assessment with the help of MMAA;

nonetheless, the same was not true in the real-life

condition when the actual medication intake over

3 months period was taken into account. Instead, a

more complex role of ProM in medication adherence

emerged. The predictors for the medication adherence

were insight, and the severity of psychopathology

while the ProM score improved the predictive power

of these variables. The authors opine that ProM may

have a significant role when people unintentionally

miss taking medications. In contrast, the level of

insight could mediate the intentional non-intake of

drugs.

Therefore, the ProM remediation strategies such as

implementation intention training and the use of

checklists and electronic notebooks with reminders

should be adjuvanted by other targeted interventions

for motivation enhancement. Also, awareness of the

ProM deficits and their probable effects on the socio-

occupational functioning can significantly influence

the patient’s motivation to engage in the remedial

strategies. Therefore, educating patients about ProM

impairments and their effects may enhance motivation

to engage in the activities aimed at improving ProM

[31].

The foregoing discussion suggests that ProM is

crucial for independent living, is impaired in patients

with schizophrenia and the impairment is associated

with poor functioning. We believe that it is now time

that ProM remediation is made an integral part of the

rehabilitation process of patients with schizophrenia.

While attempting ProM remedial strategies, factors

such as the patient’s motivation to execute the tasks

and the awareness about the effects of impaired ProM

on everyday functioning should be addressed through

motivation enhancement interventions and educating

patients about the role ProM plays in our everyday life.
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